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ABSTRACT
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that cause irreversible loss of
neurons. Currently there are no treatments able to slow down or cure this disease. In fact,
despite it is the most common form of dementia, the mechanism by which AD develops is
still unclear. One of the hypotheses is based on the aggregation and the accumulation of
amyloid β (Aβ) peptide around neuronal cells. Aβ peptide is present in two different forms:
Aβ40 and Aβ42. The first one is the most abundant in amyloid plaques and can assume only a
U-shaped structure, the second one is the most toxic and can assume also S-shaped structure,
which is more stable and compact. Changes in Aβ metabolism lead to amyloid plaque
formation which involves inflammatory response, neuronal injury and hyperphosphorylation
of tau protein. Neuronal disfunction and cell death give rise to dementia onset.
Amyloid aggregates interact with the cell membrane producing toxic effects on the normal
cell functions and activities. In particular, amyloid peptides are able to disrupt the cell
membrane carpeting on its surface, generating transmembrane pores or disrupting the bilayer
with a detergent-like behaviour. Small assemblies, especially small oligomers, seem to
destabilize more the membrane. Analysis on membrane mechanics is useful to better
understand the effects of the interactions between amyloid aggregates and lipid bilayer.
Molecular Dynamics simulations allow to focus on molecular phenomena related to
neurodegenerative diseases. The present work has the purpose to study the effect of both
ordered and disordered Aβ11-42 pentamer inserted into POPC bilayer. Principal differences
found concern the membrane order parameter and the bending modulus. Both properties
decrease inversely proportional to the distance from the protein.

ESTRATTO
Il morbo di Alzheimer (AD) è una malattia neurodegenerativa che causa una perdita
irreversibile di neuroni. Attualmente non esistono trattamenti in grado di rallentare o curare
questa patologia, infatti, nonostante l’Alzheimer sia la forma di demenza più comune, non è
ancora chiaro il meccanismo di insorgenza. Una delle ipotesi principali si basa
sull’aggregazione e l’accumulazione di peptidi β amiloidi (Aβ) intono alle cellule neuronali.
Esistono due forme diverse di peptide Aβ: Aβ40 e Aβ42. La prima è la più abbondante nelle
placche amiloidi e può assumere esclusivamente una struttura a U, la seconda è più tossica e
può assumere anche una forma a S, che è più stabile e compatta. Cambiamenti nel
metabolismo della proteina Aβ comportano la formazione di placche che causano una risposta
infiammatoria, il danneggiamento dei neuroni e l’iperfosforilazione delle proteine tau. La
disfunzione neuronale e la morte delle cellule causano l’insorgenza della demenza.
Aggregati di peptidi amiloidi interagiscono con la membrana cellulare producendo effetti
tossici sulle normali funzioni e attività cellulari. In particolare, i peptidi amiloidi sono in
grado di distruggere la membrana cellulare causando muovendosi sulla sua superficie,
generando canali ionici transmembrana e distruggendo il doppio strato fosfolipidico
comportandosi come un detergente. Piccoli aggregati, specialmente piccoli oligomeri,
sembrano destabilizzare maggiormente la membrana cellulare. Analizzare le proprietà
meccaniche della membrana è utile per capire meglio gli effetti dell’iterazione tra la proteina
e i lipidi.
Le simulazioni di dinamica molecolare permettono di focalizzare l’attenzione su questo
meccanismo alla microscala. Questo lavoro ha l’obiettivo di studiare l’effetto di pentameri
Aβ11-42, sia ordinati che disordinati, inseriti all’interno di un doppio strato di lipidi POPC. Le
differenze principali riscontrate riguardano il parametro d’ordine della membrana e il suo
modulo di bending. Infatti, entrambe le proprietà mostrano un andamento inversamente
proporzionale alla distanza dalla proteina.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the present Master Thesis work and elucidates aims and objectives.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that in 2015 caused 110,561 deaths
in USA, becoming the sixth leading cause of death in the Unites States and the fifth leading
cause of death in Americans older than 65 years1. Actually, there is not a cure and the only
drugs available are able to treat and to slow AD symptoms preserving neurotransmitters.
Despite AD is the most common form of dementia, the mechanism of its onset is not yet
completely understood. Different hypotheses of AD development have been proposed: the
cholinergic hypothesis, the tau hypothesis, the amyloid cascade hypothesis and, recently, the
vascular hypothesis. The most accredited hypothesis is based on the amyloid cascade, which
considers the abnormal aggregation of amyloid β (Aβ) peptide and its accumulation in and
around neuronal cells as the main cause of the dementia onset. Aβ peptide can assume two
principal forms: Aβ40 and Aβ42. The former, constituted by 40 residues, is the most present in
amyloid plaques and can assume only a U-shaped structure. The latter, composed by 42
residues, is less abundant but aggregates more rapidly and can assume also a S-shaped
configuration, that is more compact and toxic. Alterations on Aβ metabolism are responsible
of Aβ oligomerization and amyloid plaques formations and lead to an inflammatory response
and synaptic injuries. This cascade of events and the hyperphosphorylation of tau protein
cause neuronal disfunction and cell death associated with memory loss.
Amyloid peptides tend to aggregate originating ordered fibres and disordered oligomers.
Small amyloid assembly can interact with neuronal membrane modifying normal cell activity
and influencing protein misfolding and aggregation. Amyloid aggregates interact with the
cellular membrane in three different ways: carpeting on the surface, generating
transmembrane oligomeric pores and causing the detergent-like dissolution. The bilayer
damage is a consequence of their combination, as each mechanism is associated to a different
step of protein aggregation. The carpet and the detergent-like models occur when the protein
is in form of monomer or small oligomer, while the assemblies’ interaction with specific
membrane receptor causes the pore formation. The bilayer composition affects the ability of
the protein to adhere to the membrane. Since electrostatic interactions are the principal
2

driving forces in this process, there is a different affinity depending on the types of lipids
constituting the lipid bilayer. In particular, a tendency of the protein to interact with non-pure
phospholipid bilayer is observed. Furthermore, there are conflicting opinions regarding the
presence of cholesterol. If on one side cholesterol increases the rigidity of the membrane
hindering the insertion of the aggregate, on the other hand it increases the variance of the
bilayer composition favouring the interaction by the protein.
Since current experimental techniques do not allow to study this interaction at atomic
resolution, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can be used to analyse this phenomenon at
the microscopic scale. This work focuses on the consequences of interaction between amyloid
aggregates and lipid membrane. In particular, a peptide, an oligomer and a fibre are inserted
into POPC bilayer. Both effects of bilayer on protein misfolding and of aggregates on
membrane conformational stability and dynamics are studied.
The chapters that compose this work are summarized below:
Chapter 1 is the present introductory part.
Chapter 2 shows in a general way Material and Methods used in this work. Sections 2.1
introduces the concept of molecular modelling applied on biological mechanism, Section 2.2
explains how Molecular Mechanics allows to implement molecular modelling, Section 2.3
presents the basics of Molecular Dynamics, in particular statistical ensemble and the
implementation scheme, and, in conclusion, Section 2.4 includes methods actually used to
analyse the membrane mechanics.
Chapter 3 contains an introduction to the pathology, its related consequences and the
principal hypothesis developed to try to explain the mechanism of AD onset. Subsequently,
the amyloid peptide and its ability to aggregate in more or less ordered assemblies are studied.
The different methods with which amyloid proteins interact with the membrane and how
these interactions vary according to the type of lipid that constitutes the bilayer and the
presence of different concentrations of cholesterol are then investigated.
Chapter 4 contains the impact of Aβ assembly on membrane conformational stability and
dynamics. Proteins do not undergo significant changes when they are inserted in membrane
respect to when simulated in solution. Regarding the membrane, oligomer and fibre tend to
modify more its properties. In particular, aggregates influence in the same way the area per
lipid and the bilayer thickness, while different consequences are observed for tilt and splay
3

angle. Variations on order parameter and bending modulus depend on the distance from the
proteins’ centre of mass.
Chapter 5 describes possible future developments of this work.

4

Chapter 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this chapter a complete overview about computational methods for molecular modelling is
presented explaining the physical basis behind the computational approach. Molecular
dynamics simulations are used to study the impact of amyloid assemblies on membrane
conformational stability and dynamics. Particular attention is given to mechanical properties,
investigating the innovative methods that exploits all atoms Molecular Dynamics simulation.

2.1

Computational modelling of biomolecular systems

Models are used by scientists to study, with a certain degree of confidence, different
phenomenon of the real word solving mathematical equations. Modelling permits to describe
different aspects of reality, their interaction and dynamics. Acting on the model
approximation, different levels of investigation are reached.
Molecular modelling consists of theoretical methods and computational techniques able to
describe the behaviour of complex chemical systems (e.g., membranes, proteins, molecules)
solving the equations of quantum and classical physics. At the quantum level, Schrodinger
equation is solved to obtain a most detailed analysis. However, the Schrodinger equation can
be solved only for simple systems, but molecular systems are characterized by an enormous
number of molecules that is too large to be considered by quantum mechanics2. In fact,
quantum mechanical methods consider relationships between the electrons in the system. This
problem can be solved using Molecular Mechanics (MM), based on the Force Field methods
(FF). This method ignores the electronic motions and calculate the energy of a system as a
function of the coordinate of the nuclear position and can be used on systems containing
significant number of atoms. Molecular Dynamics (MD) exploits FF to produce a dynamical
trajectory of the system by the iterative integration of Newton’s equations of motion.
MM and MD are explained exhaustively in the next sections.

2.2

Molecular mechanics

In Molecular Mechanics (MM), differently to Quantum Mechanics, atoms are treated as
spheres whose mass depends on the elements and bonds are considered as springs whose
stiffness depends on the elements bonded together. MM solves Newton’s equations to study
6

an interacting molecular system. A set of equations, named forcefield (FF), permits to
estimate the potential energy of the system only using the atoms’ position.

2.2.1 Potential energy function
The potential energy function, obtained from the FF, can be considered as a sum of two
individual energy contribution, in function of position:
𝑉 = 𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑
The covalent and non-covalent terms are obtained from the following equations:
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 + 𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 + 𝑉𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠
𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑉𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠

2.2.2 Treatment of Bond and Non-Bond interactions
In MM atoms are described as spheres and bonds are represented as springs. The potential
energy function (Figure 1) can be described in terms of atom position (r) and number of atoms
(N):
𝑉(𝑟 𝑁 ) = ∑
𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

𝑘𝑙
𝑘𝜃
(𝑙 − 𝑙0 )2 + ∑
(𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2 +
2
2
𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑁

𝑁

12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
+ ∑ ∑ (4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [( )
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖=1 𝑗=𝑖+1

∑ 𝑘𝜙 (1 + cos(𝑛𝜙 − 𝛿))
𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
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𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
−( ) ]+
)
𝑟𝑖𝑗
4𝜋𝜀0 𝑟𝑖𝑗

The first term is referred to covalent bond that develops between two atoms. Bonds are
modelled as a harmonic interaction, where 𝑘𝑙 is the force constant, 𝑙0 the reference bond
length and 𝑙 the bond length. The second term indicates the interactions between three atoms.
Angles are described with a harmonic interaction, where 𝑘𝜃 is the force constant, 𝜃𝑖 the
reference bond angle and 𝜃 the bond angle.
The third term is for dihedral angles which originates between four atoms. Torsions are
described as a series of cosines, where 𝑘𝜙 is the energy barrier related to the angle
deformation, 𝑛 the multiplicity and 𝛿 the minimum position for torsional angle. This term
includes both proper and improper dihedrals.

7

The last term is referred to the non-bonded interaction, that develops when molecules are near
enough to influence each other. This term is divided in two parts, the first one describes Van
der Waals forces, the second one electrostatic interaction.
Van der Waals potential is the weakest intermolecular force that originated between noncharged atoms. In act both at long and short range; at long range works as a temporary
attractive force, at short range prevents the overlap between atom. Van der Waals forces are
described with Lennard-Jones equation 3:
12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑉(𝑟) = 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [( )
𝑟𝑖𝑗
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𝜎𝑖𝑗
−( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗

Electrostatics interaction developed between charged atoms and are considered as long-range
interactions. This force is described by Coulomb law:
𝑉(𝑟) =

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
4𝜋𝜀0 𝑟𝑖,𝑗

The number of non-bonded interactions increase as the square of the number of atoms in the
system, this leads to an expensive computational effort. To solve this problem the non-bonded
interactions are computed applying a cutoff distance. The non-bonded interactions are
computed only if the atoms distance is smaller than the cutoff.

Figure 1 – Schematic representation of each term constituent the equation of the potential energy function.
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2.2.3 Periodic Boundary Conditions
In MM the system is composed by the molecular model placed in a box filled by implicit or
explicit models of water. Box boundaries represent a crucial issue in simulations because of
the influence on properties of the whole system. Periodic Boundaries Conditions (PBC) allow
to avoid side effects in case of both smaller and bigger boxes. Box is surrounded by copies of
itself (Figure 2). Each particle in the box interacts with the other particles in adjacent boxes.
Applying a Lennard-Jones cutoff is an artificial but avoid the interactions between a particle
and itself in adjacent box. In fact, with PBC cutoff distance should be small enough to avoid a
particle seeing itself in the adjacent box, this is named Minimum Image Convention.
However, the presence of PBC may results in errors but are less severe than errors from
unnatural interactions.
It is not a problem to apply a cutoff distance for short-range interaction. In case of long-range
interaction, it can lead to discontinuities in the potential energy calculation. To solve this
problem is necessary to use most accurate methods to properly evaluate the electrostatics
interaction: Particle Mesh Ewalds4, Reaction Field5, Multipole Cells6.

Figure 2 – Periodic boundary conditions. The central box with the molecule of interest (red), filled with water
(blue), is replicated in copies of itself.

9

2.2.4 Potential Energy Minimization
The Potential Energy Surface (PES) is a complex multi-dimensional function of molecular
system coordinates. PES is characterized by stationary point, minima and maximum.
Minimum can be local or global, which corresponds to the lower energy, and represent the
stable conformational states of the system. Algorithm permits to find the local minimum
closest to the starting point and to reach the minimum energy of the system. Minimum are
separated by high energy barrier, once the system is in a minimum requires high energy to
overcome a maximum and reach another minimum.
Algorithm can act with two different methods: derivative and non-derivative. The first order
derivative method change atom coordinates moving to lower energies and the starting point
for each interaction is directly derived by the previous one (e.g., Steepest Descent7 and
Conjugate Gradient8). The second order derivative provide information about the curvature of
the function and calculate the inverse Hessian matrix of second derivatives (e.g., NewtonRaphson and L_BFGS).
Energy minimization is widely performed before a molecular dynamics simulation, especially
when the system is complex.

2.3 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a computational approach used to calculate average properties
of a system by sampling microstate. It is a deterministic method because the future state is
completely determinate from the present state. MD is used to compute equilibrium and
transport properties solving Newton’s equation through a potential energy function, the force
field.

2.3.1 Statistical ensemble
There are two categories of macroscopic properties in a chemical system: static equilibrium
properties (e.g., temperature, density, pressure) and dynamic or non-equilibrium properties
(e.g., diffusion process, dynamics of phase change). A representative statistical ensemble is
defined to compute macroscopic properties. The phase space contains all the possible states
that the system can reach, it often consists of all possible values of position and momentum
variables. A single point in phase space describes the state of the system and the succession of
this plotted points represents all the accessible system’s microstates. There are different points
I the phase space characterized by the same thermodynamic state. The collection of all
10

possible system configurations which have different microscopic states, but an identical
thermodynamic state is known as statistical ensemble. There are different ensembles:
o The Canonical ensemble (NVE) corresponds to an isolated system, it is characterized
by fixed volume (V), energy (E) and number of atoms (N);
o The Isothermal-Isobaric ensemble (NVT) corresponds to a closed system where
number of atom (N), volume (V) and temperature (T) are kept constant;
o The Gran Canonical ensemble (μVT) corresponds to an open system and the fixed
characteristics are temperature (T), volume (V) and chemical potential (μ);
o The Microcanonical ensemble (NPT) maintain constant number of atoms (N),
temperature (T) and pressure (P).
The ensemble average of property A is determined by integrating over all possible
configuration of the system by:
< 𝐴 > = ∬ 𝐴(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 )𝜌(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 )𝑑𝑝𝑁 𝑑𝑟 𝑁
Where 𝐴(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 ) is the observable of interest, 𝑟 is the atomic position and 𝑝 the momenta.
The probability density function 𝜌(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 ) of the ensemble is given by:
𝜌(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 ) =

1
−𝐻(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 )
exp [
]
𝑄
𝑘𝐵 𝑇

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann factor, 𝑇 is the temperature and 𝐻 is the Hamiltonian. 𝑄 is an
expression called partition function, that is a dimensionless normalizing sum of Boltzmann
factor over all microstates of the system:
−𝐻(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 )
𝑄 = ∬ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
] 𝑑𝑝𝑁 𝑑𝑟 𝑁
𝑘𝐵 𝑇
Starting from the partition function lots of thermodynamics properties can be calculated.
However, it difficult to solve analytically. To obviate this problem the ergodic hypothesis is
used: over long periods of time, the time-average of a certain physical property, represents the
ensemble-average of the same property.
< 𝐴 >𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑒 = < 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
The time-average < 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 can be computed by:
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𝑀

𝜏

< 𝐴 >𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = lim ∫

𝜏→∞ 𝑡=0

𝐴(𝑝

𝑁 (𝑡), 𝑁 (𝑡))𝑑𝑡

𝑟

1
∼ ∑ 𝐴(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 )
𝑀
𝑡=1

where 𝑡 is the simulation time, 𝑀 is the number of steps and 𝐴(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 ) is the instantaneous
value of the calculated property.

2.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Implementation Scheme
The central idea of MD is to solve Newton’s equation of motion for a system of N interacting
atoms (or particles). For each atom the acceleration is given as the derivative of the potential
energy with respect to the position 𝑟:
𝑎= −

1 𝑑𝑉
𝑚 𝑑𝑟

The potential energy is a function of the atomic positions (3N) of all atoms in the system. This
function is complex and is not possible to solve it analytically. Therefore, this equation is
solved using some numerical integration scheme. The choice of the integration time-step is
very important to avoid instability and to sample correctly the phase-space, usually the timestep is in fs. There are different integration methods for MD, for example a variation of the
Verlet algorithm, called the Leap Frog Algorithm.
The process of a MD simulation can be simply explained with a flow chart (figure). The
initial atomic positions are known (e.g., from Protein Data Bank) and initial atoms velocity 𝑣
are randomly chosen from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a given temperature. The set
of atoms coordinates, and velocities is generated step-by-step, giving the trajectory that
describes positions, velocities and accelerations of the particles as a function of time. The MD
method is deterministic: once the position and velocities of each atoms are known, the state of
the system can be predicted at any time in the future or in the past. After initial changes, the
molecular system reaches an equilibrium state: this can be interpreted as a statistical ensemble
that will provide a macroscopic description of the behaviour of the system. Using the output
trajectory of the MD, the macroscopic thermodynamic properties can be calculated as time
averages.

12

Figure 3 - MD flow chart. The initial atomic position and velocities are known. The potential energy V is
calculated from the atomic position ri. The process continues with the calculation of the forces Fi acting on each
atom deriving the potential energy function. From the integration of the equation of motion, new position r i and
new velocities vi are calculated. The cycle goes on for a number of steps until the equilibrium is reached
(convergence of the computed equilibrium property).

2.4 Membrane mechanics
Lipid bilayers are fundamental in cell life as they support the cell during its principal
activities as cell division and endocytosis. Study the elastic properties of the cell membrane is
useful to better understand these phenomena. An important contribution in this compound is
the one given by Helfrich9, which models the plasmatic membrane as a thin, structureless and
homogeneous fluid sheet. Lipid bilayers’ mechanical properties are described by the bending
modulus 𝐾𝐶 , which represent the energy necessary to induce a deformation, applying a stress,
starting from the local curvature, and the effective spontaneous curvature 𝐶0 , which describes
the preferred curvature of the interface. These properties are influenced by characteristics of
the environment (e.g., temperature, pH), different type of lipids, and the presence of
components (e.g., transmembrane proteins, nanoparticles).
13

Bending modulus can be calculated in different ways, such as techniques based on the
analysis of thermal fluctuations of large membranes; techniques based on the application of a
stress to bend the membrane using, for example, micropipettes or optical pliers;
computational approaches based on molecular dynamics simulations; techniques based on Xray and/or neutron scattering.
The bending modulus is used to describe the energy necessary to deform a bilayer from its
intrinsic curvature. The bending energy per area can be calculated with the following
equation:
𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

1
𝑐1 + 𝑐2 2
= 𝐾𝐶 (
)
2
2

where 𝐾𝐶 is the bending modulus and 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 the principal curvatures10 (Figure 4). The
intrinsic membrane’s curvature is considered zero.

Figure 4 - Schematic representation of squared averaged curvature, where c 1 and c2 are the principal curvatures.

2.4.1 Method based on thermal fluctuation
This approach provides the application of thermally excited fluctuations in the bilayer
interface shape 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) of a pure lipid membrane through flicker spectroscopy11 or in the
course of a MD trajectory. According to Helfrich continuum description9, bilayer
deformations causes energy loss expanded to lower order terms in 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦). The analysis of the
banding rigidity is performed in Fourier space terms using the two-dimensional reciprocal
space vector 𝑞⃗. Starting from the equipartition theorem is possible to calculate the bending
modulus, in fact, the spectral amplitude profile 〈𝑢2 (𝑞)〉 for the small-q modes is:
〈𝑢2 (𝑞)〉 =

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝐾𝐶 𝑞 −4
𝐴𝐵𝑜𝑥

where 𝐴𝐵𝑜𝑥 is the lateral area of the simulation box, 𝑇 the temperature and 𝑘𝐵 the Boltzmann
factor12,13. Using this method in MD simulation14 is not simple because it requires membrane
14

containing at least 1000 lipids and the membrane dimensions has to be more than 20 nm to
observe the bilayer fluctuations.
In case of smaller membrane, the study of membrane undulations can be change with the
study of the fluctuations in lipid tilt, as proposed by Watson et al.15

2.4.2 Method based on applying a stress
Another theory can be used to calculate the bending module considering the lipid membrane
composed by two uncoupled layers of d/2 thickness each:
𝐸𝑑 2
𝐾𝐶 =
24(1 − 𝑣 2 )
Where E is the Young’s module and 𝑣 is the Poisson ration16,17. This equation is used in
experimental techniques, as atomic force microscopy, where the Young’s module is measured
in small section of the membrane obtaining a local value for the elastic module instead of
value for an entire lipid membrane or vesicle18.

2.4.3 Method based on tilt/splay angle fluctuations
The bending modulus can be also obtained analysing fluctuations in lipid splay and tilt from
molecular simulations19,20.
The bending modulus is correlated with the ability of the lipid membrane component to
change orientation respect the membrane normal, i.e., tilt angle, or respect each other, i.e.
splay angle21. From molecular simulations both tilt module (𝜒 ) and splay module (𝜒12 ) can be
calculated, considering the free energy cost used to transfer a lipid from the aqueous medium
into a lipid mixture bilayer at a specific angle. Both angles are defined in the range [0°; 90°].
The potential mean force (𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝜃)) is obtained from the probability distribution 𝑃(𝜃) of the
tilt and splay angle:
𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝜃) = −𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑙𝑛 [

𝑃(𝜃)
]
𝑃0 (𝜃)

where 𝑃0 (𝜃) = sin(𝜃) is the probability distribution of a hypothetical non-interacting particle
system19, 𝑘𝐵 is the factor of Boltzmann and 𝑇 is the temperature of the system. Fitting the
𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝜃) data with a quadratic function permits to obtain the tilt module 𝜒 and the splay
module 𝜒12 . Then the bending module of the monolayer can be calculated as weighted
average:
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𝜙𝑖𝑗
1
1
=
∑ 𝑖𝑗
𝑘𝑚
𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜒
〈𝑖,𝑗〉 12
𝑖𝑗

Where 𝜒12 is the splay modulus for the ijth pair type, 𝜙𝑖𝑗 is the number of near-neighbouring
ij encounter pairs, obtained directly from MD trajectories, and 𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑖𝑗 𝜙𝑖𝑗 represents the
total number of encounters in the simulation for all possible pairwise contributions 〈𝑖, 𝑗〉 for
which the splay is calculated. Using the heuristic approximation, the bilayer bending module
is:
𝐾𝐶 = 2𝑘𝑚
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Chapter 3

BIOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Abstract
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia and is characterized by an
irreversible loss of neurons. Inheritance excluded, age is the principal risk factor in dementia
onset and because of the improvement of the quality of life the number of AD patients is
increasing. Actually, there is not a cure and treatments available are not able to slow the
pathology onset. The mechanism by which AD develops is still unclear. One of the most
accredited hypotheses is the amyloid cascade, where aggregation of amyloid β (Aβ) peptide
into plaques is considered the main cause in AD onset. There are two principal variants of Aβ
peptide: Aβ40, that is the most abundant, and Aβ42, that is the most stable and toxic. An
important aspect in the cascade hypothesis is the interaction between Aβ assembly with cell
membrane, small aggregates seem to have deleterious effects on neuronal activities. In
particular, a deepening of the effects of amyloid β peptide on cell membrane is made.

3.1

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that cause irreversible loss of
neurons, principally in the cortex and hippocampus. AD is the most common form of
dementia. With the progression of the pathology different symptoms arise, as impairment in
memory, judgment, decision making, orientation to physical surroundings, and language22.
Dementia is one of the expensive conditions to the society23, in 2018, in United States, $277
billion have been spent for all people with AD or other forms of dementia24.
In 2018, approximately 5.7 million Americans lived with AD, where new cases in people are
65 or older were 484,000, this number is going to double in 205025. AD’s principal cause is
age and the probability of AD onset increase with age. Cases of AD in people younger than
65 are only related to inheritance24. Following the diagnosis life expectancy are between 3
and 9 years, however, in some cases, life expectancy reaches 20 years26. More women than
men develop AD, two-thirds of Americans AD patients are women, this is probably due to the
fact that women live longer than men. However, women life expectancy is greater than the
one in men because they tend to survive longer in the severe stage27.
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Besides age, that is the principal risk factor in dementia onset, there are other factors that can
be controlled (e.g., cardiovascular risk factor and psychosocial factors). Conducing a healthy
life, excluding smoke, moderate alcohol consumption, and doing regular physical activities
are useful to reduce the risk of AD onset26. Other studies demonstrate that people with a
greater educational background show a reduced risk in AD development28,29. Accordingly, to
avoid AD onset or to delay its development, it is advisable to consider these factors since
young adulthood or middle age.
Established the exact number of deaths for AD is not simple, because dementia is rarely
considered as the principal cause of death30. In facts, wallowing disorders, immobility and
malnutrition are the principal consequences of acute dementia and can lead to death,
pneumonia and other respiratory system disease are principal causes of earlier death in AD
patient31,32.
Diagnose AD is not simple because there is not a single test. Physicians use a variety of
approaches to make a diagnosis, e.g., studying the individual family history, doing cognitive
tests and physical and neurologic examinations, blood tests and brain imaging. Brain imaging
is fundamental to find the presence of the two principal AD hallmarks: beta-amyloid plaques
and tau tangles24 (Figure 5). The former are intraneural aggregates of hyperphosphorylated tau
proteins, the latter are extracellular plaques originated by the deposition of amyloid β (Aβ)
peptide33.
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Figure 5 – Differences between a normal neuron and a neuron of AD patient. The two principal AD hallmarks
are amyloid β plaques, which originates senile plaques, and hyperphosphorylated tau protein, which forms
neurofibrillary tangles.

Actually, there are not treatments able to slow or stop damage or loss of neurons. The only six
drugs approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration improve symptoms increasing the
quantity of neurotransmitter in the brain. Contemporarily, AD patients are submitted to nonpharmacological treatments with the purpose to maintain or improve cognitive function and
the ability to perform routine activities, and to reducing symptoms as agitation and
depression. In particular, it is demonstrate that the combination of aerobic and non-aerobic
exercises positively influences cognitive functions34.
Since AD development is influenced by several factors, the mechanism of AD onset is still
unclear. From the discovery of AD in 190635 scientists try to explain the mechanism behind
this pathology. There are three principal hypothesis: cholinergic hypothesis36, tau
hypothesis37, amyloid cascade hypothesis38, and vascular hypothesys39, recently developed.

3.1.1 Cholinergic hypothesis
This oldest hypothesis considers the cholinergic disfunction as the principal cause of AD
onset. A reduction of choline acetyltransferase and acetylcholinesterase activity are found in
cerebral cortex and other brain areas of AD patients36 and in vitro studies confirms this
hypothesis demonstrating that in first steps of AD development there is a selective
degeneration of acetylcholine-releasing neurons. Cholinergic neurons play an important role
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in cognitive functions, therefore their damage affects the developments of this disorder
especially with regards to memory loss.
Since this event has been demonstrated and understood, different therapeutic approaches have
been developed, including cholinesterase inhibitors and choline precursor. Actually, second
generation inhibitors, characterized by longer half-lives, greater efficiency and less side
effects, are used to treat these symptoms reaching beneficial effect40.

3.1.2 Tau hypothesis
Tau proteins are part of the family of microtubule associated proteins. They are fundamental
in microtubule assembly and stabilization. In case of disease, the hyperphosphorylation
causes a decrease capability of tau protein to bind microtubules and the sequestration of
hyperphosphorylated tau protein into neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) (Figure 6). Besides, the
abnormal deposition of hyperphosphorylated tau protein is found not only in neurofibrillary
tangles but also in cytosol of AD brain. A loss in normal tau function influences normal
cellular functions as maintenance of appropriate morphology, axonal transport, synaptic
dysfunction and neurodegeneration41.
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Figure 6 – Representation of tau hypothesis. Tau proteins are fundamental in microtubule assembly and
stabilization. Their hyperphosphorylation cause the sequestration in neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs). A loss in
normal tau function influences cell activities such as maintenance of appropriate morphology, axonal transport,
synaptic dysfunction and neurodegeneration.

3.1.3 Amyloid cascade hypothesis
Nowadays, the most accredited hypothesis consider the abnormal accumulation of betaamyloid plaques in various areas of the brain as the principal cause of AD onset, and
neurofibrillary tangles, cell loss, vascular damage and dementia as the consequences of the
deposition38.
The amyloid cascade (Figure 7) starts with changes in Aβ protein level in brain. The increase
in Aβ peptide concentration is due to an enhanced production and/or reduced clearance.
Mutation on genes APP, PS1 or PS2 influences the metabolism or stability of Aβ peptide, e.g.
a mutation on PS1 increase the level of Aβ42 peptide leading to its accumulation42. Aβ42
accumulation increases oligomer formation, which is responsible to changes in synaptic
function. At the same time, there is a formation of amyloid plaques by Aβ42. Plaques act as
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deposits of Aβ peptide, causing an inflammatory response. These events involve oxidative
stress and altered ionic homeostasis. Changes in kinase and phosphatase activities embroil
neurofibrillary tangles that contributes to other defects. The culmination in cascade is reached
with diffused synaptic/neuronal disfunction and cell death, leading to a progressive
dementia43.

Figure 7 – Amyloid cascade hypothesis. Changes in Aβ metabolism lead to the deposition of Aβ42 soluble
oligomers, which influences synaptic functions. Subsequently synaptic and neuronal injuries are consequences of
the activation of the inflammatory response and the amyloid plaque formation. Alterations in neuronal activities
and hyperphosphorylation of tau protein leads to neuronal disfunction, irreversibly cell loss and progressive
dementia onset.
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3.1.4 Vascular hypothesis
This hypothesis has been developed recently and is based on reduced cerebral blood flow,
glucose metabolism and oxygen utilization observed in patients with AD.
Neurodegeneration is the main cause of AD onset. With advancing age vascular risks factor
develop leading to a chronic brain hypoperfusion (CBH) and critical attained threshold of
cerebral hypoperfusion (CATCH). Oxidative stress and neuronal energy crisis are the direct
consequences of CATCH and involve energy decline. Moreover, the chronical ischemichypoxic state leads to the aggregation of amyloid β protein. Consequently, the minor
availability of

the protease responsible for Aβ peptide cleavage cause the abnormal

deposition of Aβ plaques and to the AD onset44.

Figure 8 - Vascular hypothesis. With advancing age vascular risks factor develop leading to a chronic brain
hypoperfusion (CBH) and critical attained threshold of cerebral hypoperfusion (CATCH). Oxidative stress and
neuronal energy crisis are the direct consequences of CATCH and involve energy decline. Consequently, the
minor availability of the protease responsible for Aβ peptide cleavage cause the abnormal deposition of Aβ
plaques and to the AD onset.
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3.2 Amyloid β protein
Despite different hypotheses have been developed to explain AD onset, Amyloid β peptide
aggregation into plaques is considered one of the leading causes of cell death and memory
loss.
Aβ peptide was firstly isolated in 198445. Aβ peptide originates from an amyloid precursor
protein (APP), by groups of enzymes: α-, β-, γ- secretase. APP is widely expressed in body
cells and the amount produced is influenced by the development and the physiological state of
the cells. The cleavage and processing of APP can be divided into a non-amyloidogenic
pathway and an amyloidogenic pathway, that produces Aβ peptide46 (Figure 9). The nonamyloidogenic pathway precludes Aβ formation and is the most processed. The α-secretase
mediate the first cleavage, since it happens within the Aβ domain, there is no production and
release of Aβ peptide. Thus, the two products are the ectodomain (sAPPα), which is the
larger, and the carboxy-terminal fragment (C83). APP molecules that not undergo the nonamyloidogenic pathway are cleaved by β-secretase. This enzyme releases an ectodomain
(sAPPβ) and preserves the last 99 amino acids of APP (C99). Since the first amino acid of
C99 is the first amino acid of Aβ, when C99 is cleaved by γ-secretase Aβ peptide (with
between 38 and 43 residues) is released. As γ-secretase is composed by PS1 or PS2, their
mutation affects Aβ production.
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Figure 9 - Aβ peptide originated from an amyloid precursor protein (APP), by groups of enzymes: α-, β-, γsecretase. The cleavage and processing of APP can be divided into a non-amyloidogenic pathway and an
amyloidogenic pathway, that produces Aβ peptide. The non-amyloidogenic pathway precludes Aβ formation and
is the most processed. The α-secretase mediate the first cleavage and there is not the production and the release
of Aβ peptide. APP molecules that not undergo the non-amyloidogenic pathway are cleaved by β-secretase. This
enzyme releases an ectodomain (sAPPβ) and preserves the last 99 amino acids of APP (C99). Since the first
amino acid of C99 is the first amino acid of Aβ, when C99 is cleaved by γ-secretase Aβ peptide (with between
38 and 43 residues) is released.

In this process, the 90% of Aβ peptide produced is composed by 40 residues (Aβ40), the
remaining part is constituted by 42 residues (Aβ42)46. Aβ40 and Aβ42 form oligomer and fibrils
in various size starting from the monomer47. Aβ40 is the more present in amyloid plaques and
can assumes only a U-shaped form. Aβ42 is less abundant but tends to aggregate more rapidly
and represent a more toxic species. The two extra residues lead the protein to assumes both Uand S- shaped structure48 (Figure 10). Recent studies demonstrate that S-shaped form is the
most stable and compact specie49.
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Figure 10 - Aβ40 and Aβ42 are the two principal forms of amyloid β peptide. The former can assume only Ushaped structure while the latter can assume both U- and S-shaped structure, thanks to the two extra residues.

Aβ peptides tend to aggregate into both ordered, originating fibre, and disordered, generating
oligomer, assemblies. Aβ peptides are characterized by a longer ordered region (residues 1040) and a shorter disordered region (residues 1-9), which leads to study the toxicity of the
aggregates. By the way, neither of the two regions is toxic if taken individually. In particular,
the ordered part influences how the peptide attaches to cell membrane and, once the
aggregates fit into the cell, the N-terminal part interacts with an unknown cellular component.
This interaction seems to deflect the aggregates toxicity pathway. Thus, both the regions play
a fundamental role in AD onset.
Amyloid assemblies can be distinguished into three principal groups: monomers, soluble
oligomers and fibrils, which contain different structure based on different organisation. It
appears that the toxicity is linked to the size of the aggregate, in particular, as the size
increase, the level of toxicity decreases (Figure 11). Despite the dimer is considered the most
toxic oligomer, this presence is not detected during animal tests. This happen because
oligomers can form a secondary nucleation reaching Aβ*56 assembly.
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Figure 11 - Amyloid peptides tend to aggregate originating fibres and oligomers. The toxicity is linked to the
size of the aggregate, in particular, as the size increase, the level of toxicity decreases.

Oligomers are characterised by a structural instability. Information about secondary structure
are fundamental in development of therapeutic treatments. Aggregates can be distinguished in
different structural classes; two of them (fibrillar oligomers, FOs, and prefibrillar oligomers,
PFOs) have been studied in an experimental work50. The secondary structure of FOs is mainly
β-sheet, while the one of PFOs is more disordered. Various techniques have been used to
analyse the secondary structure. They found that FOs are similar to fibrils but less stable
unlike PFOs are much less ordered.
Interestingly, the interaction between Aβ40 and Aβ42 leads to the formation of smaller, more
stable and more toxic structure51. The produced aggregates have different characteristics base
on the ratio between the quantities of the two conformations.

3.2.1 Amyloid peptide fibrilization
Plaque formation is observed as a consequence of the fibrillization process of the amyloid
peptide. As previously mentioned, Aβ42 peptides tend to form plaques faster than Aβ40. This
difference is probably due to the two additional hydrophobic residues.
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Fibrillogenesis occurs according to different mechanism. However, the tendency to form
fibres is a common feature of peptides and proteins, especially in some conditions, e.g.
denaturation52. Inter- and intramolecular forces are fundamental in fibrils stabilization; in
particular, the amyloidogenicity is influenced by hydrophobicity and net charge53. Inter- and
intramolecular forces modulate also the protein interaction with cellular membrane.
Once the peptide is produced by APP secretase it is subjected to elution inside the membrane
and then the fibrils formation process is observed. This last step influences the lipid bilayer
fluidity leading to its disruption. In a recent experimental work54, a possible fibrilization
pathway is proposed, investigating how the cellular membrane is involved in this process. The
two in vitro models prepared differ in the way in which the protein comes into contact with
the membrane. In one case the monomer is added to a preformed bilayer, external addition,
while in the other case, the monomer is inserted into lipid micelles, pre-incorporation
procedure. In case of external addition, the formation of the fibre is observed (Figure 12).
After the deposition of the peptide on the bilayer surface, the fibril seed is formed, and the
fibril elongation is observed. In this work, it is also proposed a method able to block the
fibrils formation avoiding the deposition of the fibril seed. In fact, in presence of an agent
capable of blocking the initial state of fibrillation, the peptides remain agglomerated at the
intermediate structure characterized by a lower degree of toxicity than that of the fibre.
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Figure 12 – Representation of the amyloid peptide fibrilization. After the deposition of the peptide on the bilayer
surface, the fibril seed is formed, and the fibril elongation is observed. In presence of an agent capable of
blocking the initial state of fibrillation, the peptides remain agglomerated at the intermediate structure
characterized by a lower degree of toxicity than that of the fibre.

3.2.2 Aβ function
Despite the high toxicity, the Aβ peptide has positive roles in some physiological process,
such as neurogenesis, synaptic plasticity and memory formation, and metal sequestration and
antioxidant activity55.
As regards the neurogenesis, the neuronal stem cells (NSCs) proliferation and neurogenesis
are favoured by the Aβ40 peptide, while the Aβ42 protein encourages NSCs gliogenesis.
Amyloid peptides have neuroprotective effects and enhance the cell viability in absence of
growth factors. Autophagy is a process by which the Aβ peptide influences the neurogenesis.
Low concentrations of soluble peptide increase the autophagy leading to the differentiation of
the NSCs in a ROS-independent manner. This process seems to cause a survival response
from the NSCs56.
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The synaptic plasticity is the ability of the nervous system to modify the intensity of
intraneuronal synapses, to establish new ones and to eliminate some of them. It is
fundamental in learning and memory formation57. During AD developments, synaptic
plasticity and long-term potentiation, which concerns long-term memory, decrease whit the
deposition of amyloid plaques. However, micromolar concentration of amyloid protein seems
to favour the memory formation while the inhibition of the endogenous Aβ peptide
production seems to reduce the memory retention58,59.
The participation of metals such as zinc and copper in biochemical redox reactions produces
the reactive oxygen species. If present in low concentration, the amyloid peptide tends to
reduce this consequence because the histidine residues bind to metal ions preventing their
participation in the redox reactions60,61. A study has confirmed the antioxidant ability of the
amyloid protein in a cell-free system62.

3.3 Interaction with the cell membrane
The amyloid protein interaction with cellular membrane is considered one of the principal
mechanisms in Alzheimer’s disease onset. In fact, the association and the interaction of
amyloid oligomers with the cell membrane produces toxic effects on the normal cell functions
and activities. Interactions between Aβ protein and cell membrane are crucial in AD onset, to
better understand causes of AD is fundamental to investigate this mechanism. Experimental
techniques currently used do not allow an atomic resolution, so computational approaches are
necessary to study this microscale mechanism. In particular, MD simulations are used to
clarify conformation of Aβ peptide and its aggregates in presence of cell membrane, imitate
the adsorption process of Aβ peptide into the membrane surface, explain peptide assembly
and the consequences on membrane deformation63.
Amyloid-membrane interactions can be analysed from a double viewpoint as, on one hand,
the lipid bilayer influences peptide misfolding and aggregation, and, on the other hand,
peptide aggregates modify membrane integrity and permeability. Moreover, amyloid peptides
used the cellular membrane ad an extensive surface during process of aggregation and
fibrillization, while the membrane screens the cytosol from the interactions with amyloid
aggregates. Interestingly, amyloid protein seems to have preferences for certain lipids
domains or cell receptors.
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Aβ peptide interacts with cell membrane in three different ways, depending on the peptide-tolipid ratio, which lead to the bilayer disruption (Figure 13)64:
o Carpeting on the surface64
o Generating

transmembrane

oligomeric

pores,

causing

non-specific

ions

permeation65,66
o Accumulating on membrane surface causing detergent-like membrane dissolution67

Figure 13 - Aβ peptide interacts with cell membrane in three different ways, depending on the peptide-to-lipid
ratio, which lead to the bilayer disruption: carpeting on the surface, generating transmembrane oligomeric
pores, and accumulating on the membrane causing its detergent-like dissolution.

The carpeting process is not the principal cause of amyloid toxicity as damages lipid
membrane at the same way as other protein68. However, it is probably related to the kinetics
dissipation. Principal consequences of the protein carpeting on one bilayer leaflet is the
asymmetric pressure between the two leaflets and the dispersion of small molecules69.
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The formation of ions channel is considered one of the principal toxic effects in AD onset. In
particular, the hyperphosphorylation of tau protein an death cell are related with the variation
in Ca2+ homeostasis38. It is proved that the insertion of Aβ40 into a planar lipid bilayer forms
pores that established linear current-voltage relationships in formal solutions70. Also,
computational simulations observe ion channel formation. In particular, it is proposed that the
most stable transmembrane pore originated between six hexamers71. However, also the
subdivision of an octamer into two tetramers seems to generate an ion channel72.
The third model of the interaction between amyloid peptide and cellular membrane is the
detergent-like dissolution due to the peptide formation on a bilayer leaflet. In fact, during
peptide formation, lipids tend to associate with the protein into micelle-like structure. The
direct consequence of high concentrations of amyloid proteins, in the monomer or oligomer
form, on the cell surface or of interaction between assemblies and lipids is a change in
membrane permeation73. Initially, electrostatics forces drive the interactions between protein
and lipid headgroups or between assembly and receptors on the membrane surface.
Consequently, the peptide rotates to place its hydrophilic surface in contact with lipids
headgroups introducing itself into the bilayer. This lead to the membrane disruption due to
changes in bilayer curvature73. Therefore, the detergent-like membrane have two different
consequences based on how the protein interacts with the membrane, if the lipids of a single
leaflet are removed then there is a decrease in bilayer thickness while if the lipids of both
layers are removed there is a hole formation69.
However, the process of destruction of the cell membrane cannot be associated with only one
of these three mechanism but depends on their combination. In fact, each mechanism is
associated with a different step in protein aggregation. The carpet and the detergent-like
models come about the protein is in form of peptide or small oligomer while the pore
formation happen when assemblies interact with specific receptor.

3.4

Aβ interactions with lipids

Phospholipids are constituted by two hydrophobic fatty acids bound to carbon atoms in the
glycerol, joined to the hydrophobic headgroup with a negatively charged phosphate group.
This gives the lipids the amphipathic character. Since, the first surface with which Aβ peptide
comes into contact is the cell membrane, it is interesting to analyse the consequences of the
interactions between Aβ protein and different types of lipids. Starting from this objective,
different kinds of analysis are made using experimental techniques, e.g. fluorescence
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spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, and computational modelling, e.g. molecular
dynamics.
To study the relationships between the aggregation of amyloid peptide and the cellular
membrane, micelles consisting of a single type of neutral lipid are produced74. Interestingly, it
is found that in presence of phosphatidylcholine vesicles there is an increase in time necessary
to the peptide aggregation. Also, nucleation and elongation decrease when Aβ40 peptides
comes into contact with micelles. Another study75 demonstrates that headgroups lipids charge
influences the aggregates’ secondary structure. In particular, when the protein is dissolved
into hydrophobic solvent it assumes an α-helical structure, while when the peptide comes into
contact with different types of lipids it assumes a β-sheet structure. Therefore, it can be seen
that the lipids electrostatic charge affects the protein behaviour.
A comparison between 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and 1palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-rac-(1-glycerol) (POPG) bilayer showed that Aβ40
peptide has greater affinity with POPG lipids76. In addition, POPG is characterized by a
higher mass adsorption than POPC and increases the amyloid peptide aggregation77.
The membrane’s surface charge influences the binding capacity of the amyloid protein to the
lipid bilayer surface. In fact, amyloid β proteins bind preferentially to a negatively charged
surface. Although the electrostatics forces are fundamental in these interactions, also the
hydrophobic forces have an important role principally in the interaction between amyloid
fibrils and cellular membrane.
As reported in the previous paragraph, Aβ42 aggregates interact with cellular membrane
causing its detergent-like disruption and generating ions channel. Some experimental works
study the effects of the interactions between amyloid aggregates and cellular membrane. in
particular, in increase in membrane permeation is the direct consequence of the interaction
between Aβ42 oligomer with DOPC vescicle78. Instead, fibrils, formed from the aggregation
of amyloid peptides, are characterized by a decreased tendency to modify the lipid bilayer
permeation. However, when small oligomers come into contact with DOPC vesicles, they
tend to elongate forming amyloid fibrils associated with the membrane. Therefore, the
interaction of amyloid peptide with lipid bilayer to form fibrils causes the cellular membrane
disruption68
Since current experimental techniques do not allow microscale resolution, various
computational studies have been done to analyse the interaction of amyloid assemblies with
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cellular membrane at atomic level. Also, in this case, different behaviours are found, basing
on the type of lipid with which the protein interfaces. Xu et al.79 compare the differences in
Aβ pentamer adsorption on POPC and POPC/POPG bilayers. The protein tends to bind more
strongly with the POPC/POPG bilayer, that is anionic, than with zwitterionic POPC bilayer
because electrostatics forces improve the adsorption. Furthermore, anionic bilayer promotes
strong Aβ-Aβ interactions unlike zwitterionic bilayer that encourage strong Aβ-lipid
interactions80. Effects of the insertion of Aβ40 trimer into zwitterionic DOPC bilayer are
studied with REMD simulations81. Thanks to intermolecular interactions between protein and
lipids, the membrane remains stable during the entire simulation as the trimer, in fact its size
remains unchanged both in solution and in membrane. Only fluctuations on the order
parameter are observed. Poojari et al.82, in their work, underline the stability of POPC bilayer
during interactions with amyloid assembly, in fact, the protein secondary structure remain
unaltered when inserted into the bilayer.

3.5

Aβ interactions with cholesterol

Cholesterol is a membrane lipid and is irreplaceable in the membrane of animal cells as
influences membrane fluidity, permeability and dielectric properties. In fact, this lipid favours
the phospholipids immobilization decreasing the membrane viscoelasticity and the passage of
small water-soluble molecules. In brain of AD patient there is a decrease in the cholesterol to
lipid ratio that can reach 33% less than brain of healthy person83. This means that the major
cellular membrane fluidity favours the amyloid protein permeation. Moreover, a decrease
cholesterol-lipid ratio is related to the bilayer thinning and then to a major exposure of APP
sites which leads to an increase in amyloid peptide production84. Variations in cholesterol
quantities are related with ageing and influences amyloid peptide degradation, as this process
requires the activation of plasmin in cholesterol-rich domains85.
Cholesterol content higher than 20% w/w causes the transition from a fluid-disordered bilayer
to a fluid-ordered state, which make Aβ peptide permeation more difficult. Therefore, the
cholesterol to phospholipid ratio influences the binding affinity of Aβ protein, that decrease in
case of pure phospholipid membrane86. However, experimental studies87,88 show conflicting
opinions regarding the insertion of the amyloid protein into the membrane containing
cholesterol. This is probably due to the fact that a non-phospholipids pure bilayer increases
the binding affinity and, then, the interaction with the Aβ peptide. Thus, membrane rich in
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cholesterol does not allow the fibril formation because it is characterized by a greater
permeation of the protein inside it.
Also, computational studies focus on the consequences of the cholesterol presence in the lipid
bilayer. Simulations of Aβ(11-42) fibre with POPC bilayer89 show that assembly with more
than two peptides tend to deform the bilayer and generate water channels, besides, increasing
in assembly dimensions leads to a decreasing in free energy of penetration. Moreover, high
concentration of cholesterol inside the bilayer seems to avoid the peptide penetration inside
the bilayer.
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Chapter 4

THE IMPACT OF AMYLOID BETA ASSEMBLY ON
MEMBRANE CONFORMATIONAL STABILITY AND
DYNAMICS

Abstract
One of the hypothesis of Alzheimer’s disease onset is based on the amyloid cascade according
to which the deposition of amyloid β (Aβ) peptide into plaques is responsible for neuronal
injury and memory loss. Amyloid assemblies interact with cell membrane causing ionic
homeostasis, membrane leakage and cell toxicity. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
allow to study these influences at microscale level.
In this chapter Aβ11-42 peptide, oligomer and fibre are inserted into POPC bilayer in order to
analyse effects of mutual interaction. Results shows that proteins have the same behaviour
both in water and in membrane. While, assemblies change the bilayer properties. Both
oligomer and fibre influence at the same way the area per lipid and the bilayer thickness and
differently the tilt and splay angles. In particular, order parameter and bending modulus show
a dependency on the distance from the protein.

4.1

Introduction

Small assemblies of amyloid β peptide (Aβ) are considered the primary neurotoxic species
that causes Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other neurodegenerative disorders (e.g., Huntington
disease)90. The mechanism by which AD develops is not clear. Many hypotheses have been
made to try to explain AD onset, as the cholinergic hypothesis, the tau hypothesis, the
amyloid cascade hypothesis and the vascular hypothesis. The amyloid cascade is the most
accredited hypothesis and consider the deposition of amyloid β plaques around neurons as the
principal cause of the irreversible neuronal damage and memory loss. Aβ peptide is product
from cleavage of the Amyloid Precursor Protein (APP) by α-, β- and γ-secretase91. There are
two principal type of Aβ peptide, one constituted by 40 residues (Aβ40), which accounts for
90% of secreted Aβ, and a less prevalent type constituted by 42 residues (Aβ42)92. Aβ42 is the
most toxic specie and tends to aggregate more rapidly93. Aβ fibres are characterized by
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polymorphism94, Aβ40 can assume only a U-shaped structure instead of Aβ42 that can adopt
both U- and S-shaped structure95. Recent studies demonstrate that the S-shaped Aβ42 is the
most compact and stable specie49. Changes in Aβ metabolism lead to peptide deposition and
aggregation. Small soluble oligomers generate inflammatory response and plaque deposition.
Consequently,

synaptic

and

neuronal

injury,

altered

ionic

homeostasis

and

hyperphosphorylation of tau protein are observed. These phenomena lead to neuronal
dysfunction and dementia onset. Actually, there are no treatments able to slow down or stop
the pathology, thus is fundamental a better comprehension of this mechanism.
Amyloid peptide tends to interact with cell membranes. The association and the interaction of
amyloid oligomers with lipid bilayer produce toxic effects on the normal cell functions and
activities. In fact, besides the interactions with the membrane receptors, amyloid peptides can
adsorb on, insert to and destabilize cell membrane. Physical and direct interaction between the
peptide and the membrane leads to the disruption of the cell membrane in different ways, e.g.
carpeting on the surface, penetrating in the cell membrane causing transmembrane channels,
causing detergent-like membrane dissolution. Ionic homeostasis, membrane leakage and cell
toxicity are due to the disruption of the cell membrane, that causes the penetration of small
molecules and ions inside the cell96. Changes in these interactions are due to the bilayer
composition, e.g. different types of lipids and the percentage of cholesterol.
In literature there are several studies about the interaction between amyloid protein, i.e.
monomer and small oligomer, and different type of bilayer. Studies reported here analyse the
effects of amyloid protein on POPC bilayer. Xiang et al.89 found that oligomers with more
than two peptides tend to modify the lipid bilayer by generating water channels, besides, with
the increasing of the number of peptides the free energy of penetration tends to decrease. In
another work97 authors conclude that in case of carpeting of amyloid peptide on the
membrane, the latter undergo perturbation becoming more gel-like and rigid modifying area
per lipid and order parameter. Nevertheless, since POPC is a zwitterionic bilayer, both the
membrane and the protein inserted in it tend to remain stable during MD simulations81,82.
Other MD studies demonstrate that the insertion of Aβ oligomers into explicit solvated lipid
bilayer is not spontaneous due to high energy barrier98. However, once an oligomer is inserted
into the membrane, it causes a thinning of the bilayer and this consequences increase with the
assembly dimension99. Also, Jang et al., simulating pore formation starting from small Aβ40
fibre, found that consequences of insertion into the bilayer are local thinning, membrane
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disruption and local increasing of the surface pressure. Another consequence of Aβ
association with cell membrane is cytotoxic effect due to an increase in membrane fluidity100.
Starting from these observations, the aim of this chapter is to analyse the effects between
Aβ11-42 protein and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) bilayer. In
particular, a peptide, an oligomer and a fibre are inserted into the lipid bilayer.

4.2

Material and Methods

4.2.1 Systems setup: protein in water
Initial simulations were performed to characterize Aβ11-42 peptide, 5-mer oligomer and 5-mer
fibre behaviour in water. Both the peptide and the fibre were extracted from Protein Data
Bank (PDB ID: 1IYT101 and 2MXU102, respectively), while the oligomer was obtained from
the monomer simulation.
Protein and fibre were inserted into a triclinic box placed respectively at a distance of 2 nm
and 1.2 nm from the edge of the box to respect the minimum image condition. Boxes were
solvated with explicit water and 0.15 M ions concentration was set, with counterions included
to maintain a net neutral system. After the equilibration, 300 ns for each system were
simulated.
Instead, to obtain the oligomer, a peptide representative structure was extracted from the last
100 ns and its five repetitions were placed randomly in a box. Each monomer was separated
from the other and from the edge of the box at least by 1.2 nm to avoid long range interaction.
Also in this case, the system was solvated with water, neutralized with counterions and 0.15
M NaCl was added. After 500 ns of MD simulation, an oligomer conformation was selected
and inserted into the bilayer. This process was referred to the one used in another work103.

4.2.2 Systems setup: protein in membrane
To evaluate the impact of amyloid β assemblies on the membrane, a peptide, a 5-mer
oligomer and a 5-mer fibre were inserted into a POPC bilayer using CHARMM-GUI104–106
software (Figure 14). A lipid bilayer of 14 nm x 14 nm was created and a layer of water of 2
nm was added over and under the membrane. Configurations were neutralized with
counterions and the ions concentration was fixed at 0.15 M. Each system has between 140000
and 170000 particles.
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Peptide and oligomer were inserted into the bilayer with casual orientation, while, in order to
create different replicas, the fibre was oriented in a different way for every system (see
Supporting Information).
Similarly, a POPC bilayer was created with the same dimensions as above, except for the 1
nm of water thickness. This membrane system was used to compare the results obtained from
the above-mentioned membrane protein systems.

Figure 14 – Visualization of the systems’ main component. Starting from the left are represented the peptide, the
oligomer, the fibre and a POPC phospholipid

4.2.3 Simulation Setups
Simulations were performed using GROMACS software package, version 5.1.4107. The
forcefield used was CHARMM36108, and the system was solvated with explicit water, TIP3P
model109. The systems were subjected to energy minimization, NVT ensemble, NPT ensemble
and molecular dynamics (MD) production. Electrostatic was calculated using Particle Mesh
Ewald (PME) algorithm110 and Van der Waals with the cut-off of 1.2 nm.
The system was minimized by the steepest descent algorithm7. A NVT ensemble was
simulated for 100 ps to reach a temperature of 300 K using V-rescale algorithm111 and time
constant of 0.1 ps. The correct density was achieved with 100 ps NPT equilibration using
Berendsen algorithm112 with a semi-isotropic coupling type. The MD production has been run
for 300 ns for systems with only bilayer and only peptide, 100 ns for systems with protein and
bilayer, and 500 ns for oligomer in solution. Nose-Hoover113 and Parrinello-Rahman112 were
used as temperature and pressure coupling. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
three dimensions.
Trajectories were extracted every 20 ps of simulation and the Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD) package is used to display the simulated systems.
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4.2.4 Protein Characterization
To analyse the membrane’s effects on the protein, Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF),
Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) and an order parameter were implemented.
To evaluate the structural stability of the fibre and the alignment among protein chains, an
order parameter was developed. It was characterized by the following equation:
42
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𝑟=11

𝑟=11

1
< 𝑣𝑟 , 𝑥 >
1
𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑃 = ∑
= ∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼
𝑁
||𝑣𝑟 || ∙ ||𝑥|| 𝑁
where 𝑣𝑟 is the vector between Cα-atom of each residue 𝑟 of chain A and the corresponding
Cα-atom of the same residue of chain E (Figure 15) and 𝑥 is the fibril axis. If 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑃 is close to
1, the chains maintain an alignment to the initial structure; if the values are lower than 1, the
overall structural order decrease. This order parameter has been used in a recent
computational study on amyloid protein49.

Figure 15 – The order parameter was implemented to analyse the alignment among fibre’s chains. 𝑣𝑟 is the
vector between Cα-atom of each residue 𝑟 of chain A and the corresponding Cα-atom of the same residue of
chain E

4.2.5 Membrane Characterization
To analyse the conformational properties of the membrane, area per lipid (APL) and bilayer
thickness were obtained using GridMAT-MD tool114 with 100x100 grid points.
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While, the order parameter (𝜌𝑟 ) was implemented to study the orientation of POPC lipids. It
was calculated using the following equation:
𝜌𝑟 = ⟨

3𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃 − 1
⟩
2

where θ is the angle between the lipid identifier vector (see Supporting Information) and zaxis, normal to the membrane. The angle brackets indicate the time average over all atoms
located inside a certain circular crown. Circular crowns were 1 nm thick and were determinate
on function of the distance from the protein. The order parameter varies between 1, indicating
full order along the interface normal, and -1/2, denoting full order along the perpendicular to
the interface normal.
The

membrane bending modulus (Kc) was calculated with the method explain in a

Khelashvili et al. work20, which suggest a heuristic approximation for calculating the
monolayer bending modulus from MD trajectories. The bending modulus is correlated with
the ability of the lipid membrane component to change orientation respect each other. This
lipid ability is described by the splay angle (α, between 0° and 90°) which is related to the
splay module 𝜒12 . The potential mean force (𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝛼)) was obtained from the probability
distribution 𝑃(𝛼) of the splay angle:
𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝛼) = −𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑙𝑛 [

𝑃(𝛼)
]
𝑃0 (𝛼)

where 𝑃0 (𝛼) = sin(𝛼) is the probability distribution of a hypothetical non-interacting particle
system19, 𝑘𝐵 is the factor of Boltzmann and 𝑇 is the temperature of the system. Fitting the
𝑃𝑀𝐹(𝛼) data with a quadratic function permits to obtain the tilt module 𝜒 and the splay
module 𝜒12 . Then:
𝜙𝑖𝑗
1
1
=
∑ 𝑖𝑗
𝑘𝑚
𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜒
〈𝑖,𝑗〉 12
𝑖𝑗

Where 𝜒12 is the splay modulus for the ijth pair type, 𝜙𝑖𝑗 is the number of near-neighbouring
ij encounter pairs, obtained directly from MD trajectories, and 𝜙𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑖𝑗 𝜙𝑖𝑗 represents the
total number of encounters in the simulation for all possible pairwise contributions 〈𝑖, 𝑗〉 for
which the splay is calculated. Since the bilayer was composed by only POPC, the splay
module corresponds to 𝑘𝑚 .
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Using the heuristic approximation, the bilayer bending module was:
𝐾𝐶 = 2𝑘𝑚
Bending modulus has been calculated also in function of the distance from the protein, 2 nm
thick circular crowns were isolated. The value obtained are reported in function of the mean
radius.

4.3

Results

In this section, results from the analysis explained above are showed. The first part focuses on
the protein characterization and the second part on the membrane characterization. All the
results are computed on the last 20 ns, except for the oligomer in water, where analysis is
made between 270 and 290 ns.
Figure 16 displays the final state of MD simulations of systems constituted by the protein and
the membrane. The initial states are reported in supporting information.

Figure 16 - Representation of the final states for each system studies. From the top: the peptide, the oligomer
and the fibre.
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4.3.1 Conformation of Aβ11-42 protein in water and in membrane
Protein fluctuations are evaluated with Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) analysis
(Figure 17). In all cases, protein in water fluctuates more than the protein in membrane; this
difference is marked for the peptide (Figure 17A) and the oligomer (Figure 17B). Since the
fibre is more stable, principal differences are reported only on the C-terminal part, from
residue V36, because of the exposure to the solvent (Figure 17C).

Figure 17 – Protein fluctuations are analysed using Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF). A) shows RMSF
for Aβ peptide both in water and in membrane, B) displays RMSF for the oligomer both in solution and inserted
into POPC bilayer, C) contains the RMSF trend for the fibre both in water and in membrane.
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Furthermore, the Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) per residue is calculated to study
the tendency of each residues of exposing itself to the solvent (Figure 18). Proteins tend to
have the same behaviour in water and in membrane. Observing the graph referred to peptide
(Figure 18A), some differences can be noted for residues F20, I32 and I41 where values are
higher for the protein in membrane. In case of oligomer (Figure 18B), a difference can be
noted between residues I31 and V36 where values are higher for the assembly in membrane.
In Figure 18C fibre shows the same behaviour in water and in membrane.

Figure 18 - Solvent Accesible Surface Area (SASA) is calculate. A) represents SASA trend for peptide both in
water and in membrane, B) is for oligomer in water and in membrane and C) is for fibre both in water and in
membrane.
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Also, the calculation of total SASA shows that the peptide and the oligomer have similar
behaviour both in water and in membrane. As regards the fibre, a small difference is
observed; in fact, the SASA value for the fibre in water (91.0 ± 1.9) nm2 is slightly higher
than the fibre in lipid bilayer (87.8 ± 3.7) nm2.
The mean value and standard deviation of inter-chain contact area are calculated and reported
in Figure 19 for the oligomer and the fibre. This graph highlights the differences between the
two assemblies. In fact, the fibre, that is more compact, is characterized by a high contact area
and low standard deviation, while the oligomer tends to expose more the hydrophilic part as it
is characterized by low mean value and high standard deviation. This mean that the fibre
remains stable and compact in membrane unlike the oligomer that is disordered and more
exposed to the solvent.

Figure 19 - Contact area. The fibre is characterized by a high contact area and low standard deviation, while the
oligomer tends is characterized by low mean value and high standard deviation as it tends to expose the
hydrophilic part.

Finally, the order parameter is valuated for the fibre. Since the fibre is characterized by a high
stability, the order is maintained both when the protein is in solution (0.979 ± 0.004) and
when it is inserted in membrane (0.971 ± 0.007).

4.3.2 Effects on POPC bilayer by Aβ11-42 protein
Area per lipid is directly related with the bilayer fluidity. The value obtained for only
membrane is (61.6 ± 0.2) Å2 and it is considered as reference in calculation of percentage
variation (Figure 20A). This value is comparable to the one obtained from both experimental
and simulation works (64.0 ± 1.5 Å)97,115–117.
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However, when the protein is in the membrane there is an increase in APL value. In
particular, with peptide there is an increase of about 2.0%, with oligomer of 8.2% and with
fibre of 8.6% (Figure 20A). Therefore, assemblies tend to destabilize the membrane more than
the peptide.
Consequence of insertion of Aβ protein into lipid bilayer is, also, a decrease in bilayer
thickness (Figure 20B); the only membrane is characterised by a thickness of (4.02 ± 0.02)
nm. With peptide the value remains almost unchanged as only decrease by 0.9%, assemblies
have major influence, as both oligomer and fibre reduce the value by 3.9%.

Figure 20 – A) represents the area per lipid percentage variation referred to the one obtained for the only
membrane (61.6 ± 0.2) Å2, while B) shows the bilayer thickness, the insertion of assemblies into the bilayer
causes membrane thinning of 3.9%.

Order parameter is reported as function of the distance of the POPC lipid from the protein; in
case of only membrane the distance is referred to the centre of the bilayer (Figure 21). To
obtain order parameter in function of the distance, 1 nm thick circular crown are isolated, and
the value is showed in correspondence of the mean radius.
Near the protein the bilayer is less ordered than the only membrane especially in case of
oligomer and fibre. Order is restored increasing the distance from the assembly, over 4 nm
from the proteins’ centre of mass. With peptide, order parameter does not undergo major
changes.
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Figure 21 - A) represents of the order parameter in function of the distance from the centre of mass of the
protein. In case of only membrane, the distance is referred to the centre of the bilayer. 1nm thick circular crown
are isolated and the order parameter calculated is represented in correspondence of the mean radius. B) contains
a visualization of a lipid band centred in 2 nm extracted from the system with the oligomer.

Finally, membrane mechanical properties are evaluated. An estimation of the bending module
is showed in Figure 22. In particular, left panel shows percentage variation referred to the
membrane. In case of only membrane, a bending modulus of (21.5 ± 0.4) kBT is reached,
while when the protein is inside the bilayer the bending module decrease. In case of peptide
there is a decrease of 1.8%. Marked decrease is noted in case of oligomer and fibre,
respectively of 18.0% and 14.6%.
In right panel is analyse the bending modulus in function of the distance from the protein. It is
calculated considering 2nm thick circular crown and reporting the value in correspondence of
the mean radius. Near assemblies there is a drastically decreased of the bending modulus,
reaching 12.7 kBT for the fibre and 13.2 kBT for the oligomer. Moving away from the protein,
the value obtained for the only membrane is not achieved, this means that assemblies have
also long-range influences. Considering the peptide, there is a variation depending on the
distance, but values oscillate around that of the only membrane.
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Figure 22 – Bending modulus percentage variation refered to the value for only membrane (21.5 ± 0.4) k BT (A)
and variation of mechanical properties in function of the distance fom the centre of mass of the protein (B) are
here reported. Assemmblies tend to destabilize the bilayer more than the pepdite. In particular the major
influences is found in first 4.5 nm from the aggregates centre of mass. Moving away from the protein, bilayer
mechanical properties are not restored.

Observing the results, it can be seen that the protein is not affected by the interaction with the
membrane, since no significant changes are observed on the analysis carried out. On the
contrary, the membrane is destabilized by the presence of the protein. In particular, unlike the
peptide that does not change much the lipid bilayer, oligomer and fibre modify in the same
way the area per lipid and bilayer thickness but in different ways the tilt and splay angle.
Moreover, variations in order parameter and bending modulus are related to the distance from
the proteins’ centre of mass.

4.4

Discussion

AD is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by the deposition of Aβ plaques. Aβ peptide
has two principal isoforms: Aβ40, that is 40-residues long, and Aβ42, that is 42-residues long.
Even if Aβ42 is present in smaller quantity than Aβ40, it is the principal component of the
diffusive deposits118. The interaction of small fibres or oligomers within the neuronal
membrane causes toxicity and progression of AD. In fact, Aβ is able to insert itself into the
bilayer causing severe membrane damage. The influence between the protein and the
membrane depends on the type of lipids that make up the membrane. In this work the bilayer
consists of only zwitterionic POPC phospholipids, because they constitute eukaryotic cell
membrane and PC lipids are abundant in neuronal membrane119.
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In all the cases, the protein tends to stay inside the bilayer. This is compatible with what
found by Xiao et al.102, where their results shows that trimer and pentamer remain inside the
membrane, differently to monomer and dimer. Even if in this case peptide remains inside the
membrane probably for the short duration of the simulation. The protein does not undergo
changes if inserted into POPC bilayer. Other studies79,80 report the same conclusion, this
happen because lipids have zwitterionic characteristic and tend to not modify protein’s
properties.
On other hand, the membrane undergoes some modification, especially when the assemblies
are embedded. Contrary to what happens in literature97, there is an increase in area per lipid
because some lipids tend to surround the protein moving toward the centre of the bilayer.
However, an increase in APL is related with an increase in membrane fluidity, compatible
with the decrease in bending modulus.
The decrease in bilayer thickness is comparable with results from other works120,121.
More interesting are the variation in order parameter and bending modulus. In case of bending
modulus, results obtained for only membrane are in agreement with literature 20.3 kBT122 and
(24.6 ± 2.6) kBT123. Variations in order parameter are observed also in other studies81,97. The
trend of these properties shows that Aβ assemblies influence is enclosed in the first 4.5 nm
from the proteins’ centre of mass. Exceeded this radius the order parameter is recovered
unlike the bending modulus that reaches a plateau at a lower value respect the one for only
membrane, as if there were a long-range interaction of the protein. Since, there will not be a
single assembly inserted into the membrane, this result can be useful to predict the effect on
the bilayer depending on the number of embedded proteins or to provide how many
aggregates are needed to destabilize the cell membrane.

4.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, effects of different conformation of Aβ11-42 peptide inserted into POPC bilayer
are analysed. Molecular Dynamics simulations of Aβ11-42 peptide, oligomer and fibre
embedded into membrane are performed to study the assemblies’ impact on membrane
conformational stability and dynamics. MD results shows that proteins remain almost
unchanged as showed in other works81,82. Despite, the membrane highlights changes in order
and mechanical properties. Unlike the peptide that does not change much the lipid bilayer,
oligomer and fibre modify in the same way the area per lipid and bilayer thickness but in
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different ways the tilt and splay angle. In particular, the bending modulus and the order
parameter are influenced by the distance from the assemblies’ centre of mass. Furthermore,
moving away from the protein, the order parameter is re-established while the bending
module reaches a constant value lower than the one of the only membrane.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Despite Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, the onset
mechanism is still unclear. Many hypotheses have been put forward, but the most accredited
is the amyloid cascade hypothesis, which considers the amyloid plaque formation the
principal cause in AD development. In fact, Amyloid β (Aβ) peptide deposits tend to
aggregate forming both ordered and disordered structures. Amyloid assemblies, during their
formation, interact with neuronal membrane causing cell death and memory loss through
different pathways. A better understanding of the effects of these interactions can be useful in
research, since no treatments are able to slow down or cure the disorder. Molecular Dynamics
(MD) simulations allow to provide quantitative and dynamics information of cell membrane
behaviour.
In this Master Thesis work MD simulations are employed to analyse the impact of Aβ11-42
assemblies on membrane conformational stability and dynamics. For this purpose, Aβ peptide
and both ordered and disordered pentamer are inserted into POPC bilayer. Since POPC has
zwitterionic characteristics, proteins do not change their properties. On the contrary, the
membrane undergoes some changes, especially when oligomer and fibre are embedded into
the bilayer. An increase in bilayer fluidity is highlighted first by the area per lipid and then by
the decrease in bending module. Another result that validates the increase in lipids fluidity is
the variation of the lipids’ order parameter around the protein. All these changes are observed
in a neighbourhood of 4.5 nm from the centre of mass of the aggregates and these results can
be useful to predict the number of aggregates needed to destabilize the cell membrane.
This study was focused on the investigation of POPC membrane stability and dynamics after
the insertion of Aβ pentamer. Further work could be done to provide a more in-depth view
using different membrane models enriched by several lipid types, e.g., cholesterol. In
addition, the use of different size oligomer would lead to a better understanding of the impact
of Aβ aggregates on cell membrane.
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Supporting information to chapter 4
S 4.1. System configuration
While the peptide and the oligomer are oriented randomly inside the membrane, the fibre is
oriented in four various ways to obtain different replicas. In particular, the principal axis of
the protein is aligned along x axis, which is denoted as horizontal, along z axis, denoted as
vertical and along two diagonal, differentiated into diagonal + and diagonal – (Figure S 1).

Figure S 1 – To obtain different replicas, the fibre is oriented in four directions, from the left: along x-axis, along
z-axis, and on two diagonal, denoted respectively diagonal- and diagonal+.

In Table S 1 each system with the number of interacting particles is summarized.

Table S 1

SYSTEM

PROTEIN POPC

TIP3

IONS ATOMS

ONLY MEMBRANE

0

574

6264

26

95734

PEPTIDE

1

567

7905

39

100210

OLIGOMER

5

552

21804

115

141885

HORIZONTAL

5

554

33434

183

177111

VERTICAL

5

542

25354

139

151219

DIAGONAL +

5

553

32432

181

173969

DIAGONAL -

5

553

31875

177

172294
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S 4.2. Vectors definition for Order Parameter and Splay angle calculation
Figure S 2 shows how to obtain the vector 𝑎⃗, used in the calculation of the order parameter
and the splay angle. 𝑎⃗ connects the center of mass of headgroups (P-C2) and the center of
mass of the three terminal carbons on the two lipid tails (C216 – C217 – C218 – C314 – C315
– C316).

Figure S 2 – Graphical representation of the vector 𝑎⃗ used to calculate bending modulus and order parameter
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In Figure S 3 the normalized probability distributions and the PMF profiles used in the
bending modulus calculation are shown.

Figure S 3 – Graphs display the normalized probability distribution of splay angle and the PMF used to calculate
the bending modulus.
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S 4.3. Results
In Figure S 4 are reported initial configurations of the systems where the protein is embedded
into the bilayer.

Figure S 4 – Representation of the initial states for each system analysed. From the top there is the peptide, the
oligomer and the fibre.
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